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Original 2015 Petition to Ferguson Township Supervisors (Closed in 2016)

2K supporters

Petition update

Report on Last Night's Community Meeting

Nittany Valley Environmental Coalition
State College, PA

Mar 15, 2018 — From Kelli Hoover, President of Nittany Valley Environmental Coalition
Great event last night with the community coming out to say NO to Nestle.
We should be VERY concerned about Nestle's statement Monday night that Spring Township Water
Authority would continue to own the well Nestle will take over.
That's irrelevant.
The fact is that Nestle would not come here to build a $50 million bottling plant without a long-term
guarantee of the use of that water.
STWA is planning to convey a water-right to Nestle that would take an expensive, protracted legal battle to
reverse should Spring Creek water quantity or quality begin to be affected, or private wells begin to see a
drop in water levels.
It's not as simple as STWA just saying to Nestle, we want you to shut off your spigot.
Once Nestle is in, there is no getting them out or stopping them from increasing how much water they take.

Show me a community that has been able to do that without a huge legal battle.
Thanks to Sierra Club for hosting the event and Elaine at Webster's for the donation of refreshments!
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This isn't an ad...
Thanks to our members, Change.org can be completely ad-free and independent. Right now, we have 200
million users around the world who are using Change.org to fight injustice and create change. You too could
help power the platform that is helping to save lives, changing laws and giving a voice to the voiceless by
becoming a member and making a small monthly contribution. If you want to help more petitions like this
one, join as a member today:
I'll power Change with $5 monthly
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